
Year 6 – Autumn Term One 
Autumn term has been very busy for year six and we’ve all worked hard and tried to do our best. 
These are some of our highlights. 
 
RAP Event (Reducing Accidents at Play) 
We attended South Tyneside’s RAP event for Y6 children, we learned all about keeping ourselves safe 
when playing independently. Area focused on were, road & public travel safety, electricity safety, water 
safety, fire safety and party/socializing safety. It was a great morning and we now know how to keep 
ourselves safe and what to do if we need help.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

How did the battle of Britain change WW2? 
This half term we have been learning all about WW2. We’ve been studying why the war started, who 
was involved, why women were important to the war effort and evacuation. This was a large focus of 
our unit, where we made our own gas mask holders, ration card and identity cards. We then used these 
props during our visit to Beamish, where we role played evacuation scenarios. We learned a lot about 
what it was like being a child in during war; we also had a lot of fun baking carrot cookies from rationed 
ingredients and putting up blackout boards in one of the WW2 cottages.  
 
Beamish Trip –  
 

  
 
Year 6 had an excellent time at Beamish. For our history focus, we took part in an immersive experience 
project: being WWII evacuees for the day. Evacuated to Home Farm, we worked the land, looked after 
the animals, baked carrot cookies with rationed ingredients and followed blackout procedures. Training 
for the Home Guard after lunch was intense but purposeful. We finished the day with a stay in the 
Anderson shelter and then writing postcards to our loved ones. Following this, with war being declared 
over, we were finally allowed to come home! 



 
English – This half term we have been studying the book Rose Blanche, Robeto Innocenti. We have been 
focusing on description, we have described her feeling; found the meaning of words, such as: lumbering, 
immensely and aquifer; and written many genres, our favourite was the diary entry. We predicted the 
alternative ending for Rose and wrote from the point of view of the barbed-wire fence that was around 
the concentration camp. We have enjoyed writing with powerful description and vocabulary this term.  
 
Maths – We’ve been doing lots on number this half-term building our confidence up and then applying 
it to reasoning activities. We have recently started to apply all of our number knowledge to mixed 
operation calculation and have created our own BIDMAS raps. We are really enjoying Maths and are 
feeling really successful as well as having lots of fun! 
 
How does light help us to see? Science –  
We’ve learned a lot about light this half term: how it travels, how it reflects and refracts how the 
understanding of shadows was discovered and we’ve investigated the speed of light, using torches and 
bubbles! We now know how light enables us to see and how the eyes work. We’ve had a lot of fun 
conducting these experiments, which have helped us to learn and understand, this half term.   
 
Art/Design Technology – 
This half term we’ve linked our art/DT to our history study of WW2, we’ve been testing out how to 
create the best structures for air raid shelters. We created our own shelters at the end and ensured they 
were strong and most importantly – bomb proof!  

 

 
 

Autumn Term Two: 

 History: Did Britain have a magnificent millennium? 

 Science: Could you be the next Nintendo Apprentice? 

 English: immersive text – Brightstorm, Vashti Hardy.  

 Maths: Fractions, decimals and percentages.   


